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Advanced workshops
For students interested in addi�onal, more advanced
concepts, we oﬀer advanced workshops. All courses include
on-site lectures and tutorials, and corrected assignments.

Matlab Advanced I: Files and Functions
This 2-hour workshop covers low-level ﬁle-IO and advanced
func�on types (nested, anonymous and recursive func�ons,
variable numbers of arguments, func�on handles). The
contents are a pre-requisite for eﬃciently programming
Graphical User Interfaces, and for interfacing with many
Matlab toolboxes and other so�ware.

your students the skills they need

Contact us TODAY
for your personalised offer!
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In this half-day workshop, we cover building GUIs, both
programma�cally (using uicontrols) and using the Matlab App
Designer. A solid knowledge of func�onal programming
(including Matlab Advanced I) is highly recommended.

Image Acquisition and Processing
Matlab’s Image Acquisi�on and Image Processing toolboxes
have a variety of func�ons to deal with camera and video
data. This half-day workshop covers loading and
live-acquisi�on of s�ll/video images (including raw), standard
image processing algorithms (e.g. normalisa�on and contrast
enhancement) and the basics of segmenta�on, detec�on and
automated tracking.

Curve Fitting and Statistics
This half-day workshop explores the graphical and
programma�c tools of the Curve Fi�ng Toolbox (to explore,
pre-process, smooth, and ﬁt constrained models to data) and
the basics of the Sta�s�cs toolbox (to calculate descrip�ve
and inferen�al sta�cs). Par�cipants need to be familiar with
the sta�s�cal techniques they wish to apply.

Optimising Matlab Code
In this 2-hour workshop, we cover speciﬁc techniques to
reduce the computa�on �me and memory footprint of
Matlab programs, including vectorisa�on, in-place
calcula�ons, data structure choice, mul�-threading, and GPU
and cluster computa�on. These tools are par�cularly relevant
for computa�onally intensive analylses such as image/video
processing, modelling and working with large data sets.

www.sciencedjinn.com

Example: Basic workshop (4 half-days)
This popular workshop is run at the hosting institution with up
to ten participants. Course material is provided, and an
additional course book recommended. Participants are given
assignments between course days to further learning success.
At the end of this course, participants will have gained a basic
understanding of data exploration and analysis in Matlab. Most
importantly, they will have adopted the language and tools to
find and understand relevant documentation, which will allow
them to learn more at their own pace when it is needed.

Learn to explore your data at a deeper level
With the accelera�ng advancement of consumer technology,
scien�ﬁc technology has made amazing leaps. Analysing the
o�en immense amounts of data created by these cu�ng-edge
technologies can be hard for students and researchers with li�le
training in algorithmic data analysis and programming, which is
especially common in the life sciences.
We oﬀer professional MATLAB workshops aimed both at
complete beginners and researchers with experience in other
programming languages. We aim to teach the programming
language MATLAB to a level where students can conﬁdently
plan, execute and analyse experiments, produce professional
ﬁgures, and dig as deeply into their data as their science
requires and their curiosity calls for.

Load and
analyse data
with Matlab
Apps

Customise and
annotate plots
dynamically

Day 1

Analyse whole
datasets in a
single command
with vectors and
matrices

Navigate the Matlab
Documenta�on

Manipulate
text, dates
and �mes

Get user input,
and return
results, warnings
and errors

Produce (and re-produce)
publica�on-ready analyses and graphs

Day 2

Perform typical
analyses such as
correla�on,
regression and
smoothing

Simple code
op�misa�on tools

Day 3

Increase automa�on
and reusability of code
with func�ons

Fix problems with
debugging tools

How Matlab searches
for variables,
func�ons, and ﬁles

Represent complex data
using tables, cells,
structures and
categorical arrays.

So�ware examples to
see what is possible in
Matlab.

Day 4
Save analysis
rou�nes using
scripts

Document and
explain your code

Plot 3D data as
images or
surface plots

Increase performance
by vectorising code

Write adap�ve, re-usable
code with logical opera�ons,
comparisons, and loops

Select data and deal with
outliers and missing data
with logical indexing

Modelling your own
data: func�ons and
toolboxes relevant to
course par�cipants
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About the presenter: Jochen Smolka
A�er 15 years in biological research,
I le� academia in 2018 to found the
scien�ﬁc so�ware consultancy
ScienceDjinn. I have used Matlab as
one of my main tools of research
from the beginning, and immensely
enjoy helping other scien�sts
transform their research with new tools and skills.
Besides Matlab workshops and academic so�ware
development, ScienceDjinn also helps companies translate
the results of scien�ﬁc research into commercial products.
This work has given me substan�al experience in crea�ng
market-ready smart technology in modern programming
environments such as Python, Go and JSX/React; experience
which I bring back into my work with academic clients, and
into my workshops. I strongly believe that by unlocking the
power of scien�ﬁc programming, we can push our scien�ﬁc
limits and make our research truly extraordinary.

